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History of the Intelligence, Security, and Safety Office 
Office of the Chief of Ordnance 
1 July 1951 - June 1953 
This is a digital version of portions of four semiannual reports. The Intelligence, 
Security, and Safety Office had diverse responsibilities within the Office of the 
Chief of Ordnance. Those reports are in the National Archives, "Record Group 
156: Records of the Office of the ChiefofOrdnance ... Histories of Staff and 
Operating offices and divisions of the Chief of Ordnance, 1946-1954, IS&S 
Office, " Box C 8. 
In the early 1990s, Robert Bolin copied the sections of those reports related to the 
Intelligence Branch within the Intelligence, Security, and Safety Office. This 
document is a digital version of the pages copied in the early 1990s. 
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PREFACE 
The introduction was prepared by Lt. Col. J. M. Richardson, 
assisted by Mr. George S. Psira. Chapter II, Intelligence, was 
prepared by Mr. Bernard Lieb and approved by Lt. Col. A. B. Foley. 
Chapter III, Secur.i,ty, was prepared by Lt. Col. Paul Krauss. 
Chapter IV, Safety, was prepared by Mr. Frederick M. Bishoff and 
approved by Mr. John A. Batley, Jr. 
ii 
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CHAPTEH I 
INTE,CDDCT I ON 
Nission 
The mission of the Intelligence, Security and Safety Office on 
1 July 1951 was to advise the Chief of Ordnance on and exercise staff 
supervision over intelligence, security and safety matters; fornlulate 
and supervise the execution of policies of the Ordnance Corps involving 
coordination (except matters relating to appropriations) with the 
legislative branch of the Government. This mission was changed by 
Ordnance .Corps Order 52-51 dated 26 October 1951. This order transferred 
the legislative coordination functions from the Intelligence, Security 
and Safety Office to the Executive Office, OCO. 
Organization 
On 1 J-uly 1951 the Intelligence , Security and Safety Office 
wa.s organized as shown in attached organization chart. 11 On 1 November 
1951 the organization sheet was changed by the deletion of the Legis-
1ative Coordinator. 2J There were no other organizational changes 
during the period. 
Facilities 
The facilities available to the Intelligence, Security and Safety 
Office were, in general, adequate. While all three branches of the 
11 See App. A., incl 1. 
g/ OCO 52-51; see App. A, incl 2. 
1 
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office were crowded, this crowding was no worse than exists through-
out the Pentagon. 
Activities 
The administrative office funct.ioned normally during the 
~~iod; i.e., procurement of personnel, preparation of the budget, 
liaison with other divisions and offices,providing mail and record 
s~rvice, and general office administration. The legislative co-
ordi~tion furlction was assigned to the IS&S Office by Ordnance Corps 
Order 32-51 dated 29 Fay 1951. 2/ This function entailed the formu-
lation and supervision of policies of the Ordnance Corps involving 
~p?rdination,(except matters relating to appropriations) either directly 
or through channels with the legislative branch of the Government. 
It also coordinated and supervised within the Ordnance Corps all 
matters connected with inquiries developed through Congressional conilllittee 
investigations. This particular function required considerable activity 
on the part of the Chief, IS&S Office and the Executive Officer, 
I8&3 Office. The most important inquiry was that conducted by the 
Porter Hardy Subcomnuttee of the House Conmdttee on Expenditures. 
This inquiry was into the procurement of spare parts and was a continuing 
activity until the legislative coordination function was transferred 
to the Executive Office. other congressional committees required 
infornation, but none to the extent of the Porter Hardy Subcommittee • 
21 See App. A, incl 3. 
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Personnel 
, ! i \! \ 1 ~I 
On 1 July 1951, the authorized total of 68 civilian employees 
and 9 officers was assigned in this office (8 of the 68 civilians 
were temporary appointments). On 26 September 1951, the personnel 
authorization was reduced to 60. The office at that time felt that 
with this authorization, it could continue to make progress although 
the planned schedules had to be modified. Civilian personnel has, 
in general, been ad~quate; however, this office was up to full 
strength civilian-wise for only one week during the period. 
In military personrlel this office was at its assigned strength 
the whole period. 
\ ,. 
\~ 
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CH.AFTER II 
INTELLIGENCE 
Introduction 
The story of the Intelligence Branch durinc the second half of 
be sUJnmed up as an intensification of established 
operations, supplemented by an expansion into new fields of activity. 
The branch was definitely establishing its mark. By the end of the 
year requests for its reports and publications - especially the Orililance 
Intelligence SUJnrnary - were beine received from an ever greater number 
I' 
of offices. The branch was becoming a regular producer of NIS publi-
cations and an ever ready source of factual and analytical nuterial for 
high lever planners. The tempo of activities was not, however, matched 
by an increase in the officer force - a situation due, in part, to the 
personnel freeze of July 1951. The nulitary supervisorial staff was 
,_I, 
actually decreased through transfer or, detail to temporary duties, and 
the end of the year saw t1.J'O of the branch units administered by civilian 
employees, one in the capacity of acting section chief. 
Collection and Dissemination 
The Collection and Dissemination Section continued its course as 
the work-horse of the branch. In spite of several changes of supervisors 
and a decrease in personnel, facilities "\-18re enlarged, new sources of 
information were tapped, and a luonthly average of 2,228 reports were 
circulated to the far-fllli1g offices included in or allied to the ordnance 
phase of the defense effort. Requests for data sometimes involved long 
NA 14070 (9-87) 
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inquiry before the inforrrution could be obtained. One such 
;request was received in mid-October from the Headquarters of the Army 
Fi'old Forces for 120 copies of various Ordnance Intelligence publications. 
In spite of the e:1.rtension of these activities and several changes 
J. I,.;... 
:~or military supervisors, the normal functions of collecting, recording, 
'. abstracting, filing, and - most important of all - disseminating intel-
ligence material continued without interruption. The achievement of 
keeping current with virtually no work backlogs was accomplished pri-
,marily through the utilization of improved job techniques by personnel, 
; .. 'Who' had become more thoroughly trained. Operations during this period 
resulted in the dissemination of approximately 13,200 reports and ~he 
increase in the office files of one file cabinet per month. 
Technical Intelligence 
Operations in the Technical Intelligence Section during this period 
were marked by a general leveling off of activity coincidental with the 
accomplishment of the prima17 mission - keeping abreast of foreign ord-
This was due both to increased operational efficiency 
o.nd to the existence of an excellent foundation of collated and cross-
reforenced material, that had been assembled in prior periods. The rnan-
hours saved thereby enabled an expansion of the scope of the prirr~ry 
mission so as to include the fields of transport vehicles and guided 
r (, " ,. 
t..) ..... ' \.1 .;..: 
missiles - previously untouched because of the shortage of engineer 
personnel. It was still, however, necessary to omit the study of fire 
control and aircraft arn~~nt, inasmuch as time could not be spared from 
the completion of projects deemed of greater tactical in~portance. 
Soviet equipment continued as the chief target of operations ahead of 
5 
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the ordnance of Satellite countries, \{hile the war materiel of NATO 
and neutral countries remained in a decidedly secondary priority. 
This sequence of application was not, however, hard and fast and was 
subject to change, depending on the research and development that 
be conducted in any part of the world. 
Special reports occupied a great portion of the 'Technical Intel-
,ligence Section I s activities during the second half of 1951. One such 
study supplied the Office of the Chief of Ordnance with detailed infor-
mation regarding tank armament and armor capabilities; this report was 
" eventually directed to the Secretary of· the Army. Another comprehensive 
la~udy, devoted to the capabilities of United States versus Soviet tanks, 
prepared for the Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2 and was presented to 
Tri-Partite Standardization Tank Conference held at the Army Field 
,;·Forces Headquarters in October 1951. Perhaps the most detailed and 
involved project was a complete analysis of Soviet Divisional weapons 
and equipment, which had been requested by the Assistant Chief of Staff, 
A partial list of other projects prepared wholly or in part by the 
Intelligonce Section will be found attached. 11 
An increasingly larger number of special activities also occupied 
~pe"attention of the section during this period. These included the 
it3fing and debriefing of military attaches and the rendering of assist-
;A.nce- to other offices in the accomplishment of teclmical missions. For 
example, the Technical Intelligence Section was immediately able to 
sh complete inforlr..ation concerning the Soviet Pistol 7.62mm Nagant 
-----------------------~--.----
See App. B, incl 1. 
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1895, follo\,Iing an urgent request for this data from the office of 
" Assist~nt Secretary of Defense. A considerable longer period of time 
in other efforts as in the case of the cooperation furnished 
'4-berd~en Ordnance Intelligence Office for their numerous ordnance 
and for such works as the extensive study entitled, liThe 
and Location of Enemy Batteries Through the Analysis of 
Fragments. II The creation of the Joint }.:ateriel Intelligence Agency 
rosulted in the delegation to the Technical Intelligence 
the liaison function between the Army Ordnance Corps and the nO\{ 
Under existing policies the section notifies JHIA of all equipment 
intelligence purposes and of the exploita-
planned for the materiel. The section is also informed through JMIA 
:;Jlcquisi tiona by other defense agencies and the status of research or 
ting already undergone or contemplated for the future. 
,A long campaign conducted by the chief of the Intelligence Branch 
the head of the "Technical Intelligence Section was eventually success-
and was ,larcely responsible for the creation of the Teclli1ical Intelli-
the OrdJlanCe School at the Aberdeen Proving Ground,~ The 
enrolled for the twelve-week course in November and the 
class commenced training during the follovTing month. Students were 
officers and enlisted men who attended classes simultaneously. 
course is designed to provide suitable replacements for 
specialists returning from l\orea and European countries. The 
especiallY the Technical Intelligence Section, 
7 
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blished the original curriculum and revised material in light of 
developments and information received from intelligence sources. 
of the year two complete Ordnance Technical Intelligence 
returned from }'\:orea to be assigned as instructors. The course 
8 already proved itself and will, undoubtedly, increase steadily in 
Strategic Intelli.gence 
The Strategic Intelligence Section operated during the entire 
cond half of 1951 under a civilian chief. The expected increase in 
t personnel failed to materialize because of the job freeze, and 
year found the unit at two-thirds of its allotted analyst 
The operational policy of selection of studies reJTi"a,ined un-
this period. NATO and strategically placed neutral countries 
priority; satellite countries were assigned when work 
In the second half of 1951 studies were completed 011 
Iraq and Turkey. At the end of the year, additional 
on 2/+ other countries and 10 small Near Eastern states were in 
stages of preparation; four of these studies were revisions of 
,Previously completed work8 no longer deemed reasonably current for 
,ordnance intelligence purposes. The status of operations for the Strategic 
:Intelligence Section \tlill be fOUl1d attached. 2J 
Despite the failure of the section to obtain its full quota of 
authorized personnel, plans were implem.ented for the continuation of the 
primary mission and the expansion into new fields of ordnance intelligence 
See App. B, incl 2 
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Thepreparat.ion of t.he arms and equipment phase of the Armed 
S; I~ndbooks was assigned to the section, and work commenced on the 
books for France, Turkey and Yugoslavia. The section \vas also 
preparing NIS Section 81K (Weapons and Equip-
Contribution Hesearch and Development); research 
Section glK for Pakistan was in progress at the end of the year. 
requested in the fall of 1951 that the strategic Intelligence Section 
80 assume the function of preparing phases of HIS Section 64 (Armament 
After an analysis of the problem, however, a decision at 
, branch level deterJ1uned tha. t the assumption of the additional duties 
thout a corresponding thawing of the personnel freeze would seriously 
the fulfillment of previously approved missions according to 
Inasmuch as authority to recruit the additional analysts could 
Jlot be obtained, it was necessary for G-2 to farm out those portions of 
paction 64 to a l1J."1i versi ty on a contract basis. 
Liaison activities with other offices, especially G-2, were greatly 
expnnded during this period. The Strategic Intelligence Section provided 
information for the National Intelligence Estimate on 
Spain and National Intelligence Estimate Number 40 and also prepared a 
study dealing with Belgian Weapons Development for the G-2 Intelligence 
Briefing and debriefing operations also increased, and by the 
end of the year all hi-lAG officers and other ordnance personnel bound for 
were regular visitors to the section to examine material avail-
their respective countries. They were also briefed on areas of 
intelligence where ordnance inforrration was inadequate or obsolete. 
9 
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returning from overseas assignments were encouraged to communi-
with the section in order to fill existing inforrnation vacuums and 
to be used in order that the country 
s would be kept current for the needs of staff planning. 
Six Honths in Hetrospect 
During this period the Intelligence Branch experienced many 
tacles, of which the personnel free ze 'VIas the most serious one. . 'rhe 
was still compelled to operate in a 
phases of equipment and faced the embarrassing 
unpreparedness if called upon by high level 
rs to supply latest information on foreign fire control, and air-
The Strategic Intelligence Section was in equally difficult 
additional mission of compiling Armament 
the NIS - a project for which the section was 
because of the shortage of analysts; Noreover, the 
of typist help in that section was equally acute, lli1d the end of 
year found tho typing problem as the bottleneck in the ordnance country 
Nevertheless, the Intelligence Branch had definitely established 
in intelligence circles at the end of the year. Its field of 
activity had been expanded, its material was being requested and utilized 
nn ever-increasing number of offices, and it's goal was gradually being 
attuined -- to have an up-to-date compilation of evaluated intelligence on 
none. 
10 
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE 
Provides clerical, r.lail ani record service for 
the Intelligence, Security a.'l(\ Safety Office; 
prepares routine correspondence on various 
matters; assists the Chief of Office in handling 
r;eneral administrative functions, including 
military and civilian personnel matters, supply, 
office service, space, preparation of charts, 
records disposition, etc. 
I NTELLIGENCE BRANCH 
Collects, produces, maintains and dissemimtes 
technic"l intelligence on foreign ordnance materiel 
and strategic intelligence for support of Ordnance 
Corps activities; provides technical guidance for 
Ordnal1ce Intelligence Office and Ordnance Intelli-
~ence Teams. 
INTELLIGENCE, SECURITY AND SAFETY OFFICE 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Advises the Chief of Ordnsnce on and exerci .es steff ·supervision 
over intelligence, security and safety matters; formulat.es and 
supervises the execution of policies of the Ordnance Corps in-
volving coordination (except matters relating to appropriations) 
with the legislative branch of the Government. 
SECURITY BRANCH 
Serves as Top Secret Control and Securi ty Office for Office, 
Chief of Or(l'"lance; serves as liaison a!;ency with the Provost 
Marshal General/with ref>ard to security clearances of 
industrial facilities; processes security investieations and 
clearances of Ordnance personnel, Office, Chief of Ordmnce, 
Bureau of Standards contractor personnel .."ployed on Ordnance 
Corps contracts, am Atomic Energy Commission clearances for 
Ordmnce Corps personnel and contractor personnel .."ployed on 
Ordnance Corps contracts; maintains a;>propriate records of 
diSaffected and subversive persoTl.'lel and thos .. considered 
lilllited security risks within the Office, Chief of Ordnance; 
lr.aintains control of all classified code Words; performs security 
revi .... of material prepared for public release, when necessary; 
processes all clearances for ,'isits of foreign nationals to 
Ordnance installations and/or contractor facilities; provides 
staff aasistance and euidance on the safeguarding of military 
info:r"'3ationj processes the exchange of t.echnical .infonnation 
wit.h foreign goverrne:'lt! am foreign nationals and .coordinates 
all cCIllIII1L.'"lications on this subject; maintains and disseminates 
-wit..'rl.n OrCnance Corps, the list of accredited fex-eign personnel 
authorized by Assista:rt. Chief of Staff, G-2 to deal d:i:rectly 
>C. t.h the Ord.-e.n ee Corp s. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
LEGISLATIVE COORDINATOR 
Coordinstes an<: supervises, wi thin the ·Ordnance 
. Corps, all matters connected with inquiries de-
veloped through Congressioml Co~.mittee investi-
gations; processes clearances of Congressionsl 
Commi ttees (both members of the Congress or Con-
gresBio""l Committee representatives) as may be 
required to Ordnance Class II install .. tions and 
act.ivities. 
SAFETY", BRANCH 
Supervises over-all Ordnance Corps safety activities 
by establishing safety poliCies and standards, controlling 
deviations frOlll standards, making safety surveys of 
Ordnance establisments, evaluatirig the adequacy of safety 
measures; approves safety instructions in Ordnance Corps-
sponsored Department of the Army publications; provides 
staff advice to oeo on safety, fire protection and internal 
security matters; makes safety recanmendations through 
the Ordnance District Offices to Ordmnce Corps contractors; 
provides technical supervision of Ordnance Field Safety 
Office; makes special investigations of Ordnance disasters 
as required; maintains liaison for, and represents the 
Office, Chief of Ordnance, on safety matters with other 
agencies; reviews within the Ordnance Corps the investiga-
tion of prematures, including malfunctions which occur 
during manufacture and halIiling. 
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CORPS ORDER 
',', :<; 3·2··..;51:*:·· 
. 29 May 1951 
~·The':follo'Wing;'·reapons1bl11t~~e4r~ ';~"~~sned to the ·Inte.lligence, ... '.' 
ity, and Safety Office: :Ir~ "i; '.:. ~'. '.> i., 
\1.';··Intell1Bence~·/;;. ':' :; ,'i'; .: .,j . •.. ". 
,j,' ,.' ~.'·· .. r,l t,,: ",,"'~ ..... ,1 " ,,"~ij, t" ,.... +' •.. ' ~~1 
.~ ';',' ·;a.··· .!·Procures~\ produces; .'(\pd·.mt:l1lltains 1ntelllgence:,conc~rningt.the 
bilities, performance, ·dea1gn.,;d~vEt:l.QS'ment, " manufacture, and.the ;".,' 
ity on hand of foreign ordn~~e ·~ter1el and the foreign facilities 
" development, ~roanufacture ,te,qtt··$u:pply, ,~nd maintenance oft such 
a1. ..(,.':,:('., ,:": '. ,. ,',' _.. .'. ,':, .. i .: ' , " ", '.:: ••. ;
; f·b • . 'Furnishes inte llisencoo ..... s;tud1ea :coV~ring fore.1gn, ordnance 
el and activities to the Aq·"i~~:n.t·>Chief of Staff,. q.~2, :for,:~t'her 
~emination. ' , . 
': .! j, 
~' . ~ 
:::':'CL.'·: Provides·',t()c~icalguldance for.;Ordnance:lntelligence:':I'~~ma, 
11 tate colle.etion and explol tatiop. ofc; f'oreign lpater;I.e 1. 
''. .' 
d. Prepares technical aida to facilitate the recognition and. 
imum;.exploitation·'.ot'; captured Ol:'.dna~ce;:materiel.': ' 
h. .' ":,i' 
. ; e.' Provides :technical guidance .toOrdna.nce In:t~lligence Office, 
. Proving Ground.' . " , . 
',' ! .. I' .• '. 
f. Disseminates. 'current intelligence to agencies under the con-
" of, the ·Chl~ef· ·of·Ordnance . . " " " 
.. ''''. , 
, '. 
• .: a' • I - ~ : 
,i1jU " g.": 'Prepares oI-dnanQe Corps mobl11za:t1.on policy. which .ris not.:. 
wise assigned as an integral responsibility of other. organizatIonal 
.' of''. the: 'Cbief,/o! :Ordnanc'e; maintains' a recor.dof all Ordnanc~ 
mobillzat1on'·pdl;lcy. "', " :,,;' :~"" ;':"'~' ::.' 
h. Coordinates and reviews Ol~nance Corps mobilization activl-
. l ,'t, • 
'i : .~ : 41 I, ') ...... ;' : .' • 
This" er,s e'des' ·Ordnanc:e Corps"Order16~50,21 Aprll 1950, 
\ll"""".~"V·I··of 'Cl'assified:' an:d·'Uncla·s.s1f1edQrdnance ,Technical Infonnati.on.1' 
Foreign GoverWlents or :'d"'loreign Nationals; Ordnance Corps. Techni-.q~l 
ion 200-1-50,21 April 1950, same 6ub l1ect, and.Ordnance Corps 
27-50, 19 July 1950, Intelligence, Security, and Safety Office, in-
ng Change l~ 28 July 1950. ' 
. , 
ORDNANCE CORPS ORDER 32-51 ''" 
SUBJECT: Intelligence, Security, and',Safety:Office 
2. Security. 
• t', " ,. .,. ... ~ 
a. Serves as Top Secret Control Of;fice and, Se,curi ty Office, 
Office, Chief of Ordnance, for the sateguarding of military informat 
., .', ;<.~:, ~ , 1; . ; • ' 
b. Serves as liaison agency with Office of Provost Marshal 
General 'with ,regard to investigation and ,seeurity:.clearances of ,ind ' 
facilities and their key personnel. . 
c. Processes aeauri ty " investigations' and.:c learances. . 
Chief of Ordnance, personnel; Bureau of Standards contractor pers 
, " (::ployed '-on 'Ordnance Corps contracts; fand ,Ordnance Corps contractor 
nel engaged ~ on'"Atomic,' Energy .Commisslon·',projects;.; 
-:- l' j ',{ , f: .,' .. 'y I) 'i ~ .,. .. : . ". f ( .• 
, :', d. Maintains 'approp~iat~ records 4 of,'disaffec.ted ,and su 
personnel.and those. considered 'limited security risks. 
; "'e .~'. Maintains control r of all classified code ; words 
within':Office,' Chief:of Ordnance. ,r, ''', .'''. '" .,' 
f. Performs security review of material prepared for publi 
.' lea'se whenever, in·.:the:·bpinion of,:the. Public;',Information,Offj.cer, 0 
Chief of Ordnance, there ,appears"to be danger· of-compromise·, of~ class 
information. 
• I ~, I 1 I .. , , 
. '., . 
• ,." ••• 0 ..... 
g. Processes the exchange' of technical informati'on',with,f 
governments or foreign nationals and coordinates all ,communications 
th'ie subject'; , approves, maintains;" and di'sseminates·,wi thin the 
Corps the list of acoredited foreign'personnel authorized.by:the:Ass 
Chief of Staff, G-2, to deal direotly with the Ordnance Corps • 
. ( , 
'l 
• ' J > ~ 
h. Processes all clearances for.visits,of'foreign ~ationa 
where security clearance is not available locally, of.United States 
, zens to",Ordnance' inste.llatlons,'! activitIes', and/or, contractor ope rat 
. ~ . • .' , .; ',1 .' .' ( 
.." .; '. , ""-,. ~' ~ ~ . ~ .', 
,',' ~ ::: 'i. t Provides': staff ,aSsistance and guidance., on: the i safeg~ard 
military information at Ordnance installations, activ:itie,s,' and/or:c' 
tractor operations. ' ' . 
... ' { ~ 
3. Safety. 
a. Establishes Ordnance Corps policies and standards 
safety matters for which the Chief of Ordnance is responsible • 
. ·'b.! Evaluates 'processes: and"techriique's'at~':atr"Ordnaiice'" 
tiona to' detel"'mihe the adequacy of. safety measures, used and rec'onnne!lld;i 
changes conSidered desirable,'. " ' 
! ' .. 
2 
CORPS ORDER 32-51 29 May: 1,;1951 
; Intelli@nce,: Secui-;Lty, and puf~ty .Office . , 
" C," Reviews Elll :reque,Gtaandro~'Q~ndation:s for,' exceptions to the 
shed' mandatory safety pO\~C1~S:Al~'r~gulat:ions of tl;le Ordnance ,9orps 
s 'appropriate actl,on.' " 
, •• 1, 
.', < 
'd.'.<Re:vle'Ws reportEr <)f:8.~¢14,&,J11:Hrl sabot~g~,' and ,r\el~ted' i-ncid.~nts 
by Boards ofIllvest".Bt;l,t~OP, appo~n~~q ~n accordance :~i th· AR ~5,-80, 
such reports pertain t~the 'Qry{1 of .'baste responsibility of the Intel ... 
, Security, and Safety O:tfiC~', and taka appropria,te action. 
e .'Appr.ove~L Instruot:1.onEJ:involv.1ng safety, prepared for publica-
tOJ:'dna~ceCorps-sponsored ,p~~qrtm,~nt, of the Army publications •. 
~ " ; ;.; j i , I, . I .. , 
f. Makes safety recolWIl~nda,tiorlS through the Ordnance districts to 
Corps contractors. ' 
Provides staff a:dv;t.ce on ,~t,tel"s re la tins to, fire, p:rote'c,tion 
secur1 ty. ',,; 
h. Maintains liaison fQr1 'an~. represents the ,.,Office, Chie.±::: of 
e, on safety tna.ttero w,ith ~tl}er agencies. 
i. Exercises staff supery-tslon over O:rdnance :V"ie JA Safety'Office 
e Corps Order 11-51). ' . 
.,' '. 
.". ~. '.. ' 
. j. Through publication of the -O~dnance Safety 'Digest, .' supportf:).'~ 
.level of efficiency in safety matters at all Ordn~nc~' installations· ... : 
k. Reviews wi tpin the Ordnance Corps the investigat'ion ·of·"pre,;::.: 
S J inc ludlng Ina Ifunctions which occur dur:lng manuf~cture .. ~nd .h~nd).:ing, 
.a view to rapid deteminq.tlonof t/he causes, quick a'etion toavQi<i" re .. 
as, and early dispos.1tiQn of the meter1el involved. '" 
,4,~ Lee;ielatl ve coordinatlo!,!. 
a. Formulates and supervises the policies of the Ordnance Corps 
",lving cO'ordination (except matters relating to appropriations) either 
, tly or through charmela, with the legislative. branch of the Government. 
b. Coordinates and supervises, within the Ordnance Corps, all 
connected with inquiries developed through Congressional Committee 
c" Processes claaranc,es to Ordnance class II i'nstallations and 
vities of' congressional committees (both members of the Congress or 
ssional committee representatives) as may be required. 
:; , 
;' 
ORDNANCE CORPS ORDER 32-51 
SUBJECT: Intelligence, Securfty; and Safety Office, 
" : i : d. 'Thfs1egislative' 'coordination';,is not, applicable. to the 
.; :'pr6cessl,ng by' fie ld' 1hstallati'ons a'lid abti vi ties or the :,vari'ous'.' 
,and offices of the Office, Chief' of Ordnance, of inquiri~8 "fr'om:' 
men dealing with such matters as inventions, change of ~tatus of 
": : tlon:s~ employment I personne'lprobleins ,:' shipments,. sale's:,' storage, 
, .• 1 which' areunrel'a'tedto legi't!lative', committee/'actions.; 
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APPENDIX B -~ 
Inclosure 1 
PROJECTS COMPLETED "WHOLLY OR IN PART 
BY THE TEClmICAL INTELLIGENCE SECTION 
JULY - DECEMBER 1951 
July 
, 
Transla tion of Soviet Technical Document entitled ".Manual for 203mm 
Howitzer, Model 1931; 280mm Mortar, Model 1939; and 152mm Gun, Modal 
1935.n 
Translation of German Document pertaining to Track Laying Combat 
Vehicles with Railroad Track Suspension System. 
August 
Training Aid Chart on Soviet Shell 76mm, A-P. 
Training Aid Chart on Soviet Pistol, 7.62mm, Model TT-1943, Tokarev. 
September 
, Firing Tables for Soviet 1152mm Gun-Howitzer and l52rnm Gun. 
October 
Firing Tables for Soviet lOOmrn, 85m, and 76mm Tank Guns. 
Interim Interchangeability Guide for Artiller.y Ammunition. 
Interim Interchangeability Guide for Small Arms Ammunition. 
Interim Reproduction of Identification Manual of Soviet Shell and 
Fragments. 
Study on USSR Ordn~"1ce Cold Weatmr Operations prepared for G-2. 
November 
Sovieti Artillery Ammunition Markings. 
Short Firing Table for Soviet 85mm Gun, AA, Model 1939. 
1
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(Cont 1d) 
December 
Guide for Soviet 82mm Mortars. 
PUBLICATIONS PREPARED (BUT NOT COMPLETED) 
DURING THE SECOND HALF OF 1951 
Artillery Identification Manual 
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Inclosure 2 
PROGRESSREPORI' 
STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCE SECTION 
31 DECEMBER 1951 
The following studies have been completed: 
Belgium 
Derunark 
Egypt 
Indochina 
Iran 
Iraq 
Pakistan 
Spain 
Spanish Morocco 
Turkey 
Yugoslavia 
NIS - Iran (Ordnance Contribution) 
NIS - Thailand (Ordnance Contribution) 
IITS - Turkey (Ordnance Contribution) 
Too status of other studies is as follows: 
Research Analyst r s Draft Em ting Final Typing 
Albania 50% 
Bulgaria 100/~ 100% 
Burma 35% 
China 25% 5% 
Finland 100% 100% 
Fonnoaa 15% 
100% 85% 
France 95% 75% 
Gennany (East) 100% 5% 
Gennany (West) 50% 
Great Britain 95% 95% 
Greece 100% 100% 
Israel 85% 25% 
20% 
5% 
Italy 100% 100% 
Jordan 75% 30% 
Lebanon 50% 10% 
100% 95% 
Luxembourg 100% 100% 
Netherlands 100% 100% 
Norway 100% 100% 
Portugal 100% 100% 
Saudi-Arabia 85% 25% 
40% 
5% 
Sweden 100% 100% 
Syria 70% 10% 
Thailand 100% 100% 
Yemen 65% 25% 
Various Near Eastern 
60% 
Countries 40% 20% 
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PREFACE 
The int.roduct.ion 1-J"as prepared by Lt Col Charles L. Ogden, 
assist.ed by }'[r. George S. Psira. Chapter II, Intelligence, was 
prepared by :rtJr. Bernard Lieb and approved by Lt Col Henry Kirkpatrick. 
Chapter III, Secllrity,vras prepa.red by ¥.ir. John K. Hotuiz and 
Hrs. Norma A. vJayt, and approved by Lt Col H. H. Daubert. Chapter IV, 
Safety, 'Vfas prepared by Tv1r. Frederick H. Bishoff and approved by 
:M"r. John A. Batley, Jr. Chapter V, Provost Harshal, Nas prepared by 
Hr. James R. F. Woods and approved by Colonel Clarence E. Read. 
<{ 
z 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Mission 
Tho mission of the Intelligence, Security and Safety Office on 
1 January' 1952 remained unchanged, which was to advise the Chief of Ordnance 
on, and exercise staff supervision over, intelligence, security and safety 
matters. 
A discussion was given to the enlargement of the safety mission when, 
on 28 December 1951, Colonel C. S. Reed, nOTV' Chief of the I8&'S Office, and 
Mr. J. A. Batley, Safety Branch, met I,dth the U. S. Axmy Safety Director 
for preliminary discussion concerning the possibility that the entire 
responsibility for the Armlf Safety Program at Class II Ordnance installa-
tions 1'1Ould be returned to the control of the Chiefs of Technical Servicos 
from the Army Commanders. The transfer 'of this responsibility would require 
the Chief of Ordnance to: 
a. Administer the lu:wJ Safety Program at Ordnance Class II 
installations; 
b. Supervise a Safety l{wards Program; 
c. Prepare and distribute safety promotional materials; 
d. Assume responsibility for all industrial vehicular and oif-
post safety at Ordnance installations. 
Note~ At the end of this period, no action has been accomplished by 0.-1 on 
this proposed change althou.gh this office recommended the action. 
Organi~_c:tio~ 
The Executive Office, oeo coordinated committee studies of Ordnance 
Office functions for possible decentralization and conclusions of the IS8!B 
organization 'tV'ere submitted. See attached memoranda for the conclusions 
involved·Y 
The facilities available to the I~JS Office vrere, in general, 
adequate. The 3 branches continued to be crowded by the limited space. 
The assignment of a Provost I'larshal, Colonel Ralph J. Schuetz, and 1 
stenographer to assist him, I,ras accomplished. They' were located within 
the Security Branch. 
Activities 
The Executive Administration Office continued to functionnormal~ 
during the period, such as procurement of personnel, preparation of the 
1954. budget estimates, and general office administration. There "Tas 
forv-rarded to the Executive Office, material for the report to the Secretary 
of the Army 'Hhich summarized some of the activities performed by the branches 
in IS&S Office. V 
Persor...nel 
On 1 Janua~J 1952, an authorized strength of 60 civilians and 9 
officers was assigned in this office o The numbers of civilian personnel 
have never been quite adequate. Military personnel of this office 1-J'as at 
its assigned strength the entire period. 
As a result of a forced cut in the ceiling of t.he IS&S Office directed 
by higher authority, certain personnel of the Intelligence Branch were 
transferred to Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland. At the same time, h01'JeVer, 
additional duties were assigned to the Chief of Ordnance by I\R 380-430 and 
"tv-ere reassigned to the 15;&:S Office. The net result was an over-all civilian 
personnel ceiling of 56, which included the initial assignment of 5 spaces 
to the nevlly established Provost Harshal Section. 
Introduction 
During this p6riod, the Intelligence Branch was transferred from the 
Pentagon to Annex No.2, a move which increased office space and improved 
lighting conditions but also created new problems. Although streamlining 
of operations and efficient management overcame most administrative diffi-
culties, high summer temperatures interfered with normal operations toward 
the end of this period. Shortly after the move the Strategic Section was 
reduced by half of its': analyst strength; in addition, three-fourths of 
its typing personnel were moved to Aberdeen Proving Ground. A reorientB.tion 
of policr permitted the implementation of the section's basic mission but 
brought many necessary projects to a complete halt, a dangerous situation 
under present "Cold War" world conditions. 
Operations in Pentagon Annex No.2 
Probably no element contributed more towards the minimizing of diffi-
culties in the new environment than did the morale and the good humor of the 
employees. This factor, combined with excellent planning by the branch and 
section chiefs, reduced loss of production to a minimum. On the last da.y of 
Januar,y - moving day - some operations actually recommenced in the new 
location; on the following day, the office was in full swing. 
Although over 100 file cases had to be moved for the Collection and 
Dissemination Section, there was hardly any interruption in the flow of 
documents. Nevertheless, morale and humor alone could not overcome all 
difficulties. 
• ... '~ .. , .. ~ 
, 
,; '!" r • 
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'~' r 
material even prior to the transfer to the Annex. Now, the distanoe. factor' 
accentuated existing problems. Contacts, formerly, conducted on a personal 
basis, were henceforth to be maintained in writing, and an entirely new 
procedure for the transmittal of reports was therefore formulated. This 
revision resulted in an expenditure of additional nlan-hoursfor the pre-
paration of envelopes, instrmuents of transmittal, and suspense records. 
The simultaneous expansion of activities in the Intelligence Office at 
the Aberdeen Proving Ground placed additional burdens upon the Collection 
and Dissemination Section and served to compound man-hour difficulties. 
An 'immediate revision of procedure was, therefore, necessar.y if the section 
hoped to carry out its mission and at the srune time protect the large volumes 
of classified material that constituted the foundation of its operations. 
Following an exhaustive study of the problem by the section chief, 
branch approval was obtained for a reduction in the circulation of reports 
and a decrease in reproduction and receiving desk activities. A program 
of in-service training, which stressed the improvement in job techniques, 
increased output and helped prevent the accumulation of backlogs. How 
well this plan succeeded can be measured by the fact that, despite the 
added administrative difficulties and the increased work~load, the 
Collection and Dissemination Section was keeping ~urrent at the end of 
June 1952. 11 
11 See Appendix B, Inclosure 1 - Collection and Dissemination Report, 
January-June 1952. 
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rota1n.dAllporlonnol in the transfer to new headquarter •• ,However,th. 
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unit was later to'exporionce a turnover of the military section chief and 
assistant chief. Despite these changes and the administrative difficulties 
created in the new location, the unit was able to expand its field of 
a.ctivities. In March 1952, the Technical Section added for the first time 
the fields of fire control and airborne equipment to its scope of operations, 
thereby alleviating the IIcalculated risk" which had existed since the formu-
lation of the branch o Y While the need for additional ~quipmentspecialist 
help still existed during this period, the continuous applicat~on of job 
improvement techniques created a man-hour saving which could be applied 
to the new projecto 
An estimate of the scope of the Technical Sections activities can be 
gathered from the fact that close to three thousand intelligence reports 
were processed and evaluat~d during this period o Each report was analyzed 
as it applied to any foreign ordnance development - princ1p&l~ Soviet and 
Satellite - and appropriate action was taken. During this period the 
Technical Sectionwas delegated the responsibility of executing arrangements 
with all Defense agencies througb JMIA for the coordination of ordnance 
requirements in the exploitation of foreign materiel. This project alone 
required an estimated fifty man-ho~rs per month. Another twenty man-hours 
were expended in the execution of a stock control system, which had been 
designed by the section to record all captured ammunition on hand in the 
~ See Histor,y of Intelligence Branch, V-J Day - 1 July 1951 
.= .. .:. , 
",..,iIMI't.I,,.· r, .••. bOinade'quately'compeneated by the help this record has provided 
. ~ +" . 1 
for intelligence or research purposes. It appears quite certain that this 
innovation will remain standing operating procedure. 
Coordination with other offices continued to increase during this period. 
The office of G-2 came to look upon this section as a ready source for evalua-
tion of technical intelligence reports. No fewer than seventeen individual 
conferences - many at installations far removed from the Pentagon - were 
attended by Technical Intelligence personnel in order to coordinate such 
activities and to iron out problems that might imperil effective liaison. 
Emphasis upon coordination was never, however, allowed to detract from the 
section's prima~ mission of keeping abreast of foreign developments and 
potentialities in every field of ordnance activities. Shortage of personnel 
compelled the continued stress of SovIet and Satellite materiel, but develop-
ments in other foreign areas and research in the U. S. were by no means 
completely neglected. Second only to the time devoted to the fulfillment 
of the primary mission was the effort expended in the completion of special 
projects in conjunction with the Ordnance Intelligence .Office at the Aberdeen 
Proving Ground. 11 The actual initiation of the project, the preliminary 
planning of the scope, and in some ca.ses the compilation of documentary 
information were executed in the Technical Section. The Aberdeen office 
11 See Appendix B, Inclosure 2 - Technical Intelligence Special Activity 
Report, January-June 1952 
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The strategic Section, unlike the other sections, had never operated 
at complete T/o strength. Originally allotted twelve analysts, the section 
had been able to obta.in only eight· qualified personnel when the "freeze l1 
of Aug1.,lst 1951 precluded further recruitment. The impossibility of executing 
the assigned mission with two thirds of the predetermined force prevented 
the implementation of any organized approach and left the section \'Jith no 
alternative but to choose areas of study on the basis of most immediate 
need - a highly dangerous formula of operation. The additional assignment 
by 0-2 of NIS projects and Ordnance contributions to Armed Forces Handbooks 
served to accentuate the problem., 
On 1 ~farch 1952, the section was directc:-;d by high authorities to trans-
fer half of its ana.lyst strength and three fourths of its' typist help to 
the Ordnance Technical Intelligence ,Office at f,re Aberdeen Proving Ground 
and to eliminate the position of the editorial clerk. All analysts affected 
by the transfer resigned within a few weeks; at the close of this period, 
the positions were still open. Although the typist positions werG subsequently 
filled, their usefulnf?lss to the section was virtually terminated except for 
the final typing operation. Since only one typist remained in the section's 
Washington location, the typing of original drafts had to be shifted to the 
analysts. It was also necessary for analysts to assume the responsibilities 
formerly carried by the edi'corial clerk. 
Considering its deplAted status, the section produced a fine record 
during the first half of the year. The NIS schedule wa~ maintained and 
contributions for four countries were forwarded to the G-2 office. In 
addition, Ordnance contribution .. tQ A:rII}~A .~;c.Q~1J1ian~~~~~~~~~~e~ frepared 
REGi0WbD U~. ~ ... ~"~ ~~~~~;.~~~~!~~~.l~:~~~ ~~~~~ ~{J INCLOSURES 
\ 
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'Fel"gnted' toasecondarj' role, four additional studies were com-
pleted by the middle of the yearo ~ Nevertheless, no new studies could be 
undertak~n while the personnel situation remained at the existing level~ 
The approach to partially completed studies posed another difficult problem" 
The longer they continued in their present status the greater would be the 
decrease in value because of their mounting obsolesence. There thus loomed 
the not unlikely possibility that this section might some day be called upon 
to immediately furnish the Or~nance Corps with a completed study which did not 
even exist. 
Summer 1952 , 
The ability of Intelligence Branch personnel to carr~ on in the new 
enviror®ent was demonstrated by the uninterrupted flow of Intelligence 
during this period. 21 Revised procedures and corner-cutting could not, how-
ever overcome all existing problems. Nevertheless, as of 30 June: 1952, the 
Collection and Dissemination Section was operating in complete fulfillment 
of its:. assigned mission. The Technical Section was concentrating on Soviet 
and Satellite equipment; materiel of other foreign countries was treated only 
when time permitted. Finally, the Strategic Section was executing NIS and 
Armed Forces Handbook assignments but could not carry out its" assigned 
mission as far as the c~npilation and maintenance of basic Ordnance Intelli-
gence was concerned. 
11 See Appendix B, Inclosure 
port, January-June 19520 
3 - Strategic Intelligence Special Activity Re-
Y See Appendix B, Inclosure 4 - Strategic Intelligence Progress Report, 
30 June 1952. 21 See Appendix B, Inclosure 5, 
9 
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PREFACE 
fEhe introduction uas prepaI'ed by Hr. GeorGe S. Psira. 
Chapter II, Intelligence, lIas pI'Cl)CJ.:red by Hr. Berj,lard Lieb and 
appro-'-lod D-J Lt Col HenJ.-! Kirkpatrick. Chapter III, Security, 
lTaS prepa.I"sd by I·'ii"'. Joh.n Hotuiz and lvII's. Norma \vayt., and approved 
by Lt Col 1-1. 11. Daubert. Chapt er IV, Safety, vms prepared by 
Er. Frederick 1'1. Bishoff and approved by fIr. John A. Batley, Jr. 
Chapter V, Provost Harshal, Has prepared by l-lr. James R.F. Woods 
and approved by Colonel Clarence E. Read. 
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19 INTRODUC1TON 
The mission of the IS&S Office on 1 July 52 remained unchanged; however, 
1 Oct 52, the physi cal []e curi ty program was offi cially assigned to the 
~dnance Corps by AH 380-4.30 and supplemental Ordnance dire cti yes (see Provost I 
trshal Branch Appendix). Because of delay encountered in effecting the 
ransfe:r of personnel spaces and fUllds from the can tinental arrnies to the 
t 
,chnical Services as required by TAG letter, 26 Aug 52, the effective date 
! 
i 
tnmsfer was extended to 1 Nov 52. 
Facili:ties 
The facilities available to tho 15&3 Office were, in general, adequate. 
Activi ties 
t· The Executive Administration Offi ce continued to function normally 
fring the period, such as procurement of personnel, dis cussions on 1954 
Ideet estirna tes, and general offi co adminis -era tion, etc. t 
Personnel 
On 1 July 1952 an authorized~ strength of 57 civilians and 9 officers 
~ assisDed to the IS&S Offi ce • The ac tual 'S trength was 50 civilians and I 
f 
pfficcrs. The number of civilian personnel has never been qu.i te adequate. 
t 
litary personnel of tras o.ffice was at its a~3signed strength the entire 
dod 0 
On 7 July 1952, Lt Col Charles L. OGden, 0-J06S~, Ord Corps, was 
• . , AKCH I 'JL~) 
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p:si~ned to duty 'with the 1S&.5 Office as Exec1J.tiv8 Officer, v'icc Lt Col 
, p{ 
~; M. Rich;;rdson, relieved. 
~ 
!.,.:. r: On 4 August 1952, Colonel R. R. Judson reported to duty with 13&3 
1< 
. ffice and was assigned as Chief of the Safety Branch. 
f::{ 
. -~;~ On 7 November 1952, Col C. S. Heed was appointed a member of the Sub-
'pmnuttee for recommending safety standards to the Ad Hoc COlffilittee for 
I 
'pmuni tion Outloading Fa cili ties. 
~:: There has been difficulty in getting personnel spaces for the Provost 
~. 
~rshal Branch.l/ At the end of this reporting period, the situation has 
: 
~~ changed. 
I: 
Duril'1g this period the IS&S Office lv-as assigned the :physic2~ secl.U"ity 
} 
t 
ipgram for the Ordnance Corps with no personnel allotment being assigned. 
~' aa was due to the fact that action on personnel sIBce requirements for the 
Bt 
I;~ 
tdnance Corps 1"ras being In thheld by Gl due to their interpretation of the 
;1 '~ 
}~ViSions of AR 380-430. The present Provost l'-Iarsho.l Branch, hOHeVC'l", continued 
l.~·~ 
11 ~ exist Hith person:nel spaces borroHed from the Provost Harshal General Office {; 
~ the branches in the IS&S Office. As a result) the branches were understaffed. 
'.~: 
r~~ 
wever, assigned functions were beinr; met by existing personnel. 
~,:.~ [1 
h: As of 31 December 52, there "Vrere on hand 58 civilians and 10 officers in 
f ~ IS&5 Offic e • 
i' 
i' !k 
H 
-.---"-.,-----~--.-------"---------See memorandum from Chief, 1S&S Office to Chief of Ord, d td 8 Dec 52, 
App. A, incl 1. 
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Bran ch Administra t.ion 
I: 
On 15 December 1952, the Intelligence Branch was officially redesignated : l!i ,~, 
~;the Technical Intelligence Branch in accordance vvith the provisions of Intel-[} 
J!ligence, Security and Safety Office Memorw'1dum No. 23-52, Change 2. Y This 
t{ ~&chan8e was eXGcllted in order to reflect more accurately the nature of tho 
t.;~ 
~6rdnal1cG function performed in the branch and to eliminate a ti tIe that had t~ 
. tte come a source of some confusion to the personnel of other offices and 
. ~installations. 
f>: The misunderstanding had resulted mainly because the 
tfntelligenCe office at an Ordnance post is normally assigned the security 
I: 
~function; the Intellic;ence Branch is not assigned this duty in the IS&3 
~,:: 
~9f fi ce .?:./ Two of the tlree S8 ctions wi thin the branch 'were likewise 
~: 
rrodesignated; Strategic Intelligence became the Logistics Section, TechIlical 
[.: 
i;lntelligence became the Materiel Section. The mission of the branch remained 
Ii 
I 
Lunchanzed _]./ 
t: 
Septemoor 1952 marked the beginning of a policy of renewed en(;)hasis 
prpon coord ina tioD and planninG. Better liaison vdth related i.n telligence 
\ 
h 
[offi CGS, espe cially G-2, 1,'[2,8 effe ctGd by a se ries of confe rence s • The old 
I 
; 
form letters, previously dispatched to all Ordnance Intelligerlce Teams, 
were l"'eplaced by a personal letter to be forvfarded mOl'"l.thly - workload 
'':perrni tting - to ea ch team commander. Ordnance officers of service schools 
land territorial arnties, after being notified of branch publications, were 
: aEGOS t unanimous in requesting that they be included on the mailing list 
. for all future Ordnance Technical Intelligence Studies. The Operations 
See App. B, incl. 1 - 18&:'8 Nemo 1/23-52, Chg. 2, dtd 15 Dec 5~: ~-""""".ry;~.> >~ 
See App. B, Incl 2 - Staff Study: Proposed RevIsion of Bran9P N[q3Tf:i,CTED i 
. t' tl d J-d 2 n ;1ov 52 ,I b Sectlon l es, \) b 1 :1 "'~~"':':"" '''''''''''1-'';'''' See I-fistory, IS&S Office, V oJ. Day 30 Jl.Ule 51, App. A, Incl. ;18,;,0"",., .. 011,; .1 •• ,,,,,,.1 ... ,,,, ~ 
Ord Dept Order 27-50 3 L-,-.~-·-'"·-->".,-""·--,,,~-,,-,I, 
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acknow1edged aid furnished its representatives 
by the branchfur the fulfillment of a special research project. Coordination 
l,tithin the Tecili'1ical Intelligence Branchvras stres;3oc1 sir£1.ultaneonsly. 
~eriodic conferen ces vvi th the S8 ction hC30S 'be came s tanding operating 
'~rocedure. Prcpal"C'd agendo, distributed in advance of the moet:Lngs, assured 
~dequate subject preparation and effcctso the l11aximum utilization of the 
conference time. 
COljL~~CTION AND DISSli1HNATION 
The overall a cti vi ty and the pers onnel in this se ction remained ~ene:cQlly 
the 30 cona half of 1952 • .!J Aside from the ina-uEurn tioD 
program, designed to acquaint C&D personcel '',1'11. th the basic 
rinciples of Ordnance and foreign vreapon nomenclature, the one maj or 
doviation 'W.Js the es -G3blishrnen t of the fanfold program.1I The - addi tion of 
. the fanfold actiT.L. ty represented a compromise destgned to accommodate the 
of the heads of the Col18ction and Dissemination Section 
Ordnance Technical Intelli.gence Office, and to meet the 
of the army dispersal proGram. Since lC)Lr2, the C&D section, 
the Intelligence Reports Section, had been forvrarding appropriate 
reports to the Aberdeen office. Tho head of the latter unit 
.' contended at a regular branch conference that his pOl"sonnel -were frequently 
doubt as to 'INhother all reports that concerned OTIO 1"[81"8 being transnrLtted 0 
therefore proposed trLat the transmission of sole cted reports be 
in favor of .tllc fanfolds for all documentCi. The Aberdeen 
See Appo B, incl 3, C&D Activity Report july-Dec 1952 
The Fanfold, a 31t x 51t form USCG for indexing purposes, 
synoposis of an In-telJJ_gence doclunent. 
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personnel could then request. any desired reports followine a perusal of 
the abstracts. The chief of the C&D Section, however, proved conclusively 
:thut the accept.ance of the [(bove plan wOlJld prove far more costly t.nan the 
Icontinuatj.on of the selected dOC1J.illent program and the addition of tho 
/!anfold acti ·vity. By agreement no docrunent ·would be requested "Vvi. thin one 
~ \'1; 
t%,\ 
;.::~onth after the receipt of the abstract;~, inasmuch as they might meor.while 
:,;arrive among the selected copies. This system, installed on a trial basis, 
,":satisfied the requirements of all concerned and consumed only a small 
${{: 
r,-
ri,ppmber of 
r: 
additional man-hourso It will probably be adopt.ed permax18ntly. 
1:,1,,' l ;;, 
I ,. 
The Materiel Section, 
SECTION 
formerly the Te chnical ::ntelligence Section, 
,initiated a work measurement program in conformity vyi th thc branch emphasis 
upon more comprehensive project planr:.ing. This study disclosed that a 
percen tage of man-}J,ours wc.s teing devoted to opera tional fl.ll1ctions, 
restricting tr:e aKount of time avaj_lable for maj or projects and 
on foreign ordnance materiel. A rCirision of procedures systematized 
functions and effected a more effici2nt utilization· of productive 
The section processed approximately three thousand reports containing 
ormation re13ting to fOl"eign materiel d1.1ring the sE~cond half of 1952. 
consisted of evaluation of new intelligence information, 
existing data on the subject, and resolution of conflicts 
therefrom. 
App. D, incl. ~., i'ilateriel Section Acttvi ty Heport, July - Dec 1952 
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~1' The section furnished reqlril~cd'-j]Yt0J:lrgence-':informa tion to authorized 
.ipersonnel from other agencies both within and outside of the Ordnance ~1;: 
"J~,~,'.f, ,orps. A collection plein, submi tted by the soction to the ~Joint rfuteriel 
,;:~ ntellieence Agency, was in;:'1tru.il1.ental in tho standardization of tho collection 
\,~, 
, :J~ffort for one particlJlar class of material by all related intelligence 
~)~ i 'en c J" e r v'o rlr-ln -. 1,.-i t1.-.·" tl r' . ]'A ~"i"" ' .''';' Ii .i.l. • ..!.)! ii..!. ~ll. ~l'-.~. • ~;; '" 0 I Two feature articles for the G-2 Intelligence Review were completed 
, ,.fHduring the second half of 1952, French \~eapon3 Development and Hussian 
'ttl 
i.rotallUrgiCal Development, the latter a joint contribution with the Logistics 
~iSection. One maj or publication was forw'arded to the .. n .. djutant G<?neral for 
~ . 
~,·f •. ',nrintinG' TM30-240, Soviet Projectile Identification Gui.de. It is 
~~anticiPated that this publication 'Nill be printed [md distributed by early '1~.sPrin", 1953. Arnon" the major publications in process at the Bnd of this 
, ,:~podod W8I'e the Soviet ammunition Series ttl)It G-2 Handbook, Users G1.J.ide for 
\r~ 
,!¥SOviet Rifles and Carbines, Soviet Fuze Manual, Soviet Amnuni.tion Complete 
fiRoD.nd Chart) Essential Elemen ts of Informn tioD for Ordnance Te clmical 
~:i 
f:olntelligence, and the Identification Guide for Soviet Mortars. These 
~): 
\JlJUblications wel"e being prepared by the M:ateriel Section, YlO:,l:ing in 
t ·"t~conjunction viith the Ordnance Te cf1..nical In tellic;ence Office at Aberdeen 
.I
f 
t .. Provi.ng Ground. , 
k 
t .~ 
~ t~~ 
They were scheduled for completion during 1953. 
LOGISTIr,s S2~CTION 
The Logistics Se ction, formerly Imovm as the Strategic Intelligence 
tSection, 
f~ 
I 
operated at 2. near skeleton force d'..1ring the second half of 1952. 
~', .l(he srna11 staff of fOU1~ analysts and one typist was further depleted by 
!tl 
6 ~ 
:j 
\: 
r, 
~::~C:':;1~1~vn, 1, 
--=---~~~~~~~ 
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resignation of tvm an::llysts; one to devote his full time to the wri ting 
a PH.D dissertation, the other to accept a hi2:her pa;:rJ..Dg position in 
Only one of these vacancies had "been filled at the end 
The requirelrlents of the HIS program 11 were fulfilled at tb.e 
rest of the program. This was the first six-month period 
sinsle_ completed Ordnance Tech.rd.cal Intelligence study yras 
Several of those works yrere J nevertheless, brought to a near-
staze and should te published in 1953 . .£if Copies of this typo 
study were requested by -the Ordnance Officers of the continenttll armies 
service schools. Some ten spe cial conferences were held ,;v:i.th 
of other agencies during this per10d to improve the 
intelligence che.nnels. The Logistics Section 1yaS able to 
ish detailed ordnance information to other offices on thirteen different 
The policy of bI'iefing of.ficers prior to their departUl'8 for 
continued j six officers were apprj_sed conc8J:ning various 
a COUll try: s ordnance potential. On the othel" hand, sectj.on 
debriefed seventeen officers, follovrine their return from tour 
, A Logistics Section ape cial staff study dis closed that the continued 
1Il' ............... ·11'11ent of the Ordnance Intelligence rnission lh'1rJer the existing 
would not be possible. On 20 October 1952 the section 
s nuthorlzod to roeI'm t tyro new employees and was informed that three 
ition~l personnel would be hired at a future date. 
The Logistics Section is responSible for the production of sections 
72 D Research and Development Ground Yfeapons & Equipmen t &. 8lK Ground 
Weapons & Equipment. 
See App. B, Incl. 5, Logistics Section Status Report, 31 Dec 1952 
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31 December 1952 
At the end of the year plannine, organization, and adrr.l.nistration 
:1lP become the key 'words in the Technical Intelligence Branch. Proven 
of government and pri vote industry were debated at branch 
ercnces and accepted where applicable. The Branch Chief continuously 
the fact, however, tLat the acceptance of new techniQ.ues of 
Wlt.\Jf,t~;Ilt,j:llt would te predicated solely on their utility in furthering the 
attainment of predetermined missions. Speed of production must 
thoroughness of evaluation and the accuracy of 
The end of the.year found tl1e branch in its strongest 
anizational position since its inception. Personnel shortages 21 and 
office temperatures cons~G:ltuted the only potential impediments to 
successful execution of any phase of the Ordnance Intellige~1ce 
See JI.pp. B, inclo ,Branch personnel Roster, 31 December 1952 
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DE? AR TI~~NT OF TH E A..qMY 
Office of the Chie f of Ordna."1ce 
Washin.~ton 25, D. C. 
, SECURITY AND SAFETY OFFICE l'{EMORANDUM 
23-52 
Change 2 
MISSION, ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTICNS 
OF INTELL.!GENCEL SEClJRITY AND SAFETY OFFICE 
15 Decerrber 1952 
Paragraph 1 of IS&S Office Memorandum 23-52, dated 1 August 52, is 
by changing the designation of the present Intelligence 13ranch to 
Intelligence ijranch. 
Paragra)h 4 d. (1) is amended by changing the designation of the 
Technical Intelligence Section to Materiel Section. 
Parasraph L~ d. (2) is amended by chancing the designation of the 
Strategic Intelligence Section to Logistics Section. 
,{~ ~. {) 'I J (J\ 
L. OGDEN 
Ord Corps 
r, IS8t.S Office 
X B 
C. S. REED 
Colonel, Ord Corps 
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II TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE 
(Supplement) 
1 January - 30 June 1953 
The stieadi1y expanding workload matched by a d-vdndling personnel 
ceiling ne cessl ta-ted a marked emphasis upon the tools of management 
in order to satisfy work commitments arid attempt to meet project 
schedules. Although tllis objective had been continuously stressed 
at all levels, the acquisition of a mechanical office aid was deemed 
advisable, if remaining personnel were to be utilized to the fullest 
extent in the implementation of the branch mission. A survey of -the 
field revealed that the PRODUC-TROL BOARD would most nearly satisfy 
the needs of the branch at the lowest possible cost. The operation 
of this device has afforded the Branch Crief instantaneous knowledge 
of the work status, while permitting the preservation of all pertinent 
details for future project planning; the man-hour cost for the 
maintenance of the board has been negligible. Employment of the board 
has resulted in more efficient personnel utilization, closer production 
control, and a more workable system of project acceptance. Lessons 
learned have been applied to planning, initiation, and execution of 
projects so as to eliminate all possible waste motion while continually 
seeking to enhance the accuracy and quality of the finished intelligence 
product. 
Activity to attain this end was furthered by the expansion of fields 
of contact ·with other intelligence agencies. Hours, sometimes days, of 
1 
f~~~·ll1f<ltm~ncn ~';:1:'· 
research ware eliminated by personal contacts with offices spocializing 
in the particular fields j a telephone call frequently resulted in the 
acquisition of necessarj unclassified infor.mation. Even more desirable 
than the saving of work hours has been the continuous decrease in the 
number of items marked ttNo information available. n A ChecklistY 
compiled by the Logistics Sectiqn assured the maximum exploitation of 
these intelligence contacts in the preparation of Ordnance CountrJ 
studies, NIS contributions, and other assigned intelligBnce projects. 
The Materiel Section was faced vrith a somewhat related problem of 
informing all collection agencies regarding the requirements for foreign 
ordnance materiel desired for intelligence or research and development 
exploitation. There was also the supplementar-j" problem of assuring 
the transmission of infolmation concerning acquisitions to all interested 
agencies. A satisfactory solution Yfas evolved in April 1953 when the 
Office, Chief of Orclr13nce assigned to the 1fateriel Section the 
responsibility for the maintenance of records and the dissemination of 
the requirements for captured foreign ordna~ce materiel desired by the 
Or~~ance Corps for LDtelligence and test purposes. The section was 
also authorized to distribute a ttRequirements Listn to all interested 
agencies. At the end of tte period the first such list was being 
prepared for distribution to AGofS, G-2, Aberdeen Proving Ground, 
Research and :Development Division, Joint Technical Intelligence Sub-
committee, FE COM, EUCOM, and too U. S. Army Forces Austria. 
USee Apr:endix B, Inclosure 1. 
2 
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Expansion o:f contacts by the Teclmical rn"telligence Branch has, 
of COUl"S8, been a two-way affair. Acquisition of inforInation from 
other agencies has been matched by alar ge increase in the number of 
requests by these agencie s for s8@nents of ordnance information. 
Although an additional load has been placed upon the already hard 
pressed manpower, it has resulted in a more accurate fulfillment of 
the office missi on, namely: the compilation and disseminati on of 
basic, staff, and current intelligence for the Ordnan ce Corps. 
r<tl--'l~(j[)UCt:U A rl Ht. N/\ i I UNI\L AK~H I Y t.J 
PROOHESS .REPORT 
MATERIEL SECTION 
30 June 1953 
Tne follovdng tech~ical publications have been coolpleted by the Materiel 
Section vJith the assistance of the Ordnance Teclmical Intelligence Office, 
Aberdeen Proving Ground: 
PUBLICATION 
NIDLiBER 
TITLE 
FT-F-58 FOREIGN FIRING TABLES for SOVIET, GUN, 122mm, M 1931/37 
]?T-F-22 FffiEIGN FIRING TABLES for SOVIET, GUN SP & TANK, 122mm, ~!lZt4 & 43 
FT-F-82-1 FOREIGN FIRING TABLES for SOVIET, MCRTAH, 82lnm, 1136, 41, & 43 
FT-F-26 FOPtEIGN FIRING TABLES for SOVIET, HOVI, 152Imn, M43, 38, & 09/30 
FT-F-27 FOREIGN FIRING TiJ3LES for SOVIET, CrtJNS - HOW & SP, M37 & 10/3LI-, 
152mm. 
FT-F-60-2 & 82-2 INTERIM }'OREI rn F.I:RING TABLES for CHINESE MORTAR, 60 & 82mm 
FT-F-50 FOREI CN FlliING TABLES for SOVIE'J\ GUN J Ti:u\JK, 10Qnm, 1:144) 85mrn, 
& 76mm 
FT-F-57 SHORT FIRIID TABLES for SOVIET, GUN, 85mu .Antiaircraft, M39 
Ii'T-F-60 FOHEIGN FJRING TABLES for SGVIET, GUN, AA, 3'7mm, 1IG9 
ST-F-? USERS GUIDE for SOVIET LIGBT MG CDegtyarev Type) 
ST-F-6 SOVIET, 12Qnm MOlirAR, M43 & 38 
ST-F-8 SOVIET ORI) MATERIEL, SMALL lUil'JjS, Chap 1 
ST-F-15 USERS GUIDE for SOVIET SUBMACHINE GUNS 
ST-:B'-54 SOVIET, Al1TILLERY AMMO M.ARKINGS 
ST-F-47 USERS GUIDE for SOVIET, 82mm, MORTAR, 107, 4l & 43 
INTERIM INTEHCHA,NGEABILITY GUIDE for FCREIGN Sl'TALL ARMS AMMO. 
INTERIM INTERCHAL'\J CE.lD3ILITY GUIDE for FOREIGN A.1tTILLERY 1lJ.\1MO. 
COMPLE'l'E HOUND DATA for SOVIET, .. \.1\i110, BO:MBS, CIJ:&fJADES, MIlIl'ES, & ROCKETS 
TM 30-240 SOVIET PROJECTILE lDENrIFICATION GUIDE 
27,S 1~~ I C TI~D 
Socur~t7 I~for~ation 
\ 
llROORESS .REP'OUr 
UATEHIEL SEC'!rON 
30 Ju.na 1953 (con It) 
The following technical manuals are being prepared for publication: 
PUBLICATION 
NUMBER 
:JJA Pamphl et 
30-14-1 
ST-F-6l 
ST-F-8l 
ST-F-55 
ST-F-80 
SF-F-66 
DA Pampr.J.et 
])A Pamphl et 
J)A Pamphlet 
TITLE 
Foreign :r1ri.litary Weapons & Equipment, Vol. X, 
Ammunition 
Soviet Fuze Manual - Artillery & ~ket 
So-v"l.et Artillery Ammunition Markings (Revision) 
Firing Tables for Soviet 122~ Howitzer, MOdels 
1938 and 1910/30 
Users Guide for Soviet Rifles & Carbines 
Soviet Artillery Complete Round Chart 
Soviet Transport Vehicles 
}ire Control Equipment (Satellites) 
Ammunition (Satellites) 
I-~j:STJTC'::'~:D --. ______ , 
~; c: C '- i.:.' i. ';, S,. T.c ;:' r: ""':17 ,,!~' '1 () n 
STATUS 
In hands of printer 
Being edited 
n 
Final draft 
Rough draft 
II 
IDocument~ research 
Docmrrent. research 
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